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  Volumes have been written about putting technique and the design engineering involved in 
making a better putter head. Of late, we have seen more emphasis on scoring with the putter 
since putting makes up approximately half of a round of golf. Little attention has been afforded 
to the putter shaft until now. Matrix engineers developed a multi-material composite structure 
to accentuate the stability and precision of the putter head, while isolating the feel of the golf 
ball in the hands. By experimenting through robot testing and blending composites such as 
Zylon and GMAT, Matrix engineers found a way to remove undesirable vibration through the 
shaft while also reducing putter head oscillation, leaving the isolated feel of the ball on the face 
and greater stability from start to finish of the stroke. Available in black or white along with 
weight options of 125g, 135g or 145g. Also, Available in belly length black or white in 180g.

SERIES FLEX Length [in] WT [gr] TQ [degree] Tip O.D Butt O.D TIP PARALLEL

PUTTER-125
BLACK XX-STIFF 36.0 127 1.5 0.370 0.640 -

WHITE XX-STIFF 36.0 130 1.5 0.370 0.640 -

PUTTER-135
BLACK XX-STIFF 36.0 137 1.5 0.370 0.670 -

WHITE XX-STIFF 36.0 141 1.5 0.370 0.675 -

PUTTER-145
BLACK XX-STIFF 36.0 152 1.5 0.370 0.695 -

WHITE XX-STIFF 36.0 155 1.5 0.370 0.695 -
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  The OZIK Fitting Studio is built to provide you with a premium fitting experience. 
By using the Trackman fitting system, our professional club fitters will help you 
improve your swing and find the clubs that are right for you.

For scheduling, please email us at support@matrixshafts.com. 

Rates

Basics

Driver $100.00 for 45 minutes

Woods $100.00 for 45 minutes

Irons $125.00 for 60 minutes

Choice fit $100.00 for 45 minutes

Tour Stop
-Access to Tour only shafts
-GAP Fitting data sheets
-Developmental Lesson Plan

$450.00 for 3 hours

Interactive Lesson

Includes all Basic options above PLUS,
-Flight monitor data output
-set make-up
-detailed before and after specs
-voice over of swing analysis
-lesson (corrective)

$300.00

R&D

Includes Tour Stop listed above PLUS,
-Hotel
-Access to Tour shafts-prototype only
-Return Visit to verify progress
-Lunch
-Golf with choice of shaft designer,
  PGA Tour Fitter or PGA Instructor

$3,000.00 for All day
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